M V Chauhan Paper Contest 2014 : A brief report

M V Chauhan All India Student Paper Contest 2014 tried to bring together all IEEE students members of India to discuss the latest advancements and future directions in the areas of IEEE. The contest invited full paper submissions from undergraduate and postgraduate students and doctoral students in all areas of interest to IEEE in the Engineering, Technology and Science. This year it was floated by IEEE India SAC Team under the leadership of IEEE India Council -Vice Chair (student’s activities) Dr Preeti Bajaj and online submission system by easy chair was made available to the students for submission of papers. Three prizes were declared as First: Rs. 6000; Second: Rs. 4000; Third: Rs. 3000. Total 13 high quality papers from 34 authors were submitted right from DA-IICT, Indira Gandhi Technical University for Women, Delhi, PICT, SPIT, Kolkota, Medicaps and many other reputed institutions. The seven papers are in doctoral , one PG and five were in undergraduate category. Based on reviewers remarks, originality of the work, organization, Literature review, concept, top three have been shortlisted as prize winners. Around 12 reviewers have reviewed all papers and based on the committees’ recommendations, finally following have been declared as winners for the paper title indicated against their names

1. First Prize-Paper id 1, Sanket Patel from DA-IICT Ahmadabad (IEEE Student no 92799734) entitled as ‘Design & Analysis of Low Noise Amplifier at Ku-Band’ in doctoral category

2. Second Prize-paper id no 8, Dhawani Panchal from SPIT Mumbai , (IEEE student membership no ) entitled as ‘Complex event processing for evolving cities’ from Postgraduate category.

3. Third Prize-paper id 9, Sohum Mishra from Heritage Institute of Technology Kolkota from (IEEE student membership no 93138307) entitled as ‘PiRover: A Novel Low cost Design and Implementation of remote controlled Surveillance System’ from undergraduate category.

Above three winners are invited to present their papers in INDIICON 2014 to be held in December 2014 at Pune. The expenses, prize money, scroll and certificates are sponsored by IEEE India Council. Many congratulations to winners.